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a b s t r a c t

We provide sufficient conditions for the occurrence of boundary solutions under nonig-
norable nonresponse models in arbitrary three-way and n-dimensional incomplete tables
with one or more variables missing. These conditions involve only the observed counts,
and avoid solving likelihood equations.
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1. Introduction

Incomplete contingency tables consist of (i) fully observed counts and (ii) partially classified margins (nonresponses).
According to Little and Rubin (2002), three types ofmissing datamechanisms have been considered in the literature:missing
completely at random (MCAR), missing at random (MAR) and not missing at random (NMAR). A mechanism is said to be
MCARwhen the probability (of an observation beingmissing) is independent of both observed and unobserved data, MAR if
conditional on the observed data, the probability is independent of unobserved data, and NMAR if the probability depends
only on unobserved data. For likelihood inference, the missing data mechanism is classified as ignorable if it is MAR or
MCAR and nonignorable if it is NMAR. The nonresponses under the mechanism are said to be ignorable or nonignorable
accordingly.

Log-linear models have generally been used to analyze missing data mechanisms in incomplete contingency tables (see
Baker and Laird, 1988; Baker et al., 1992; Smith et al., 1999; Clarke, 2002; Clarke and Smith, 2004, 2005). In this paper, we
extend the log-linear parametrization introduced by Baker et al. (1992) for an I × J × 2 × 2 table to three-dimensional
and n-dimensional incomplete tables in general. We consider all possible cases when data on one or more of the variables
are missing. Note that the problem of boundary solutions occurs in such models under the NMAR mechanism while using
maximum likelihood (ML) estimation. For a 2 × 2 × 2 incomplete contingency table, Baker and Laird (1988) proposed a
condition for the occurrence of boundary solutions in NMAR models. For an I × J × 2 × 2 table, Baker et al. (1992) showed
that boundary solutions under NMAR models may occur when certain systems of likelihood equations are solved to obtain
parameter estimates. The boundary solution problemwas geometrically described by Smith et al. (1999) and Clarke (2002).
Clarke and Smith (2005) described various properties of ML estimators for NMAR models when boundary solutions occur.
Recently, Park et al. (2014) provided a sufficient condition for the occurrence of boundary solutions in NMAR models when
data on both variables are missing in square two-way incomplete tables (I × I × 2 × 2 tables). This condition involves only
the observed counts, and thus does not require computing the maximum likelihood estimates.
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Table 1
2 × 2 × 2 × 2 incomplete table.

Y3 = 1 Y3 = 2

R = 1 Y1 = 1 Y2 = 1 y1111 y1121
Y2 = 2 y1211 y1221

Y1 = 2 Y2 = 1 y2111 y2121
Y2 = 2 y2211 y2221

R = 2 Missing Y2 = 1 y+112 y+122
Y2 = 2 y+212 y+222

In this paper, we extend the results of Park et al. (2014) and establish sufficient conditions under several identifiable
NMAR models for I × J × K × 2, I × J × K × 2 × 2, I × J × K × 2 × 2 × 2 and arbitrary n-dimensional incomplete
tables. These conditions require only the fully observed and partially classified cell counts. Hence, they are easily verifiable
and eliminate the need for using the EM algorithm (see Dempster et al., 1977) or solving likelihood equations. In Section 2,
we provide log-linear parametrization for I × J × K × 2, I × J × K × 2 × 2, I × J × K × 2 × 2 × 2 incomplete tables
and consider various identifiable NMARmodels for such tables. Section 3 deals with boundary solutions, their various forms
and sufficient conditions for their occurrence under the NMAR models in each of the above tables. Section 4 extends the
discussions and results in Sections 2 and 3 to arbitrary n-dimensional incomplete tables. A real-life example is analyzed in
Section 5 to illustrate the results in Sections 2 and 3. Section 6 provides some concluding remarks.

2. Log-linear parametrization for 3-dimensional incomplete tables

Baker et al. (1992) suggested nine identifiable log-linear models for studyingmissing datamechanisms in an I× J×2×2
incomplete table. In this section, we propose such hierarchical log-linear models for three-way contingency tables where
data on one, two or all variables may be missing. Since boundary solutions may occur in nonignorable nonresponse models
only, we consider models in which the missing mechanism is NMAR for at least one of the variables. It is assumed that
partially classified (supplementary) margins are positive. Also, null fully observed counts do not appear in the likelihood
function and hence in the likelihood ratio statistic. Now suppose Y1, Y2 and Y3 are three categorical variables with I, J and
K levels respectively. Then we have the following cases.

2.1. One of the variables is missing

Let Y1 be missing and R denote the missing indicator for Y1 such that R = 1 if Y1 is observed and R = 2 otherwise. Then
for Y1, Y2, Y3 and R, we have an I × J × K × 2 table with cell counts y = {yijkr}, where 1 ≤ i ≤ I, 1 ≤ j ≤ J, 1 ≤ k ≤ K
and r = 1, 2. The vector of observed counts is yobs = ({yijk1}, {y+jk2}) where {yijk1} are the fully observed counts and {y+jk2}

are the supplementary margins. Note that ‘+’ denotes summation over levels of the corresponding variable. Let π = {πijkr}

be the vector of cell probabilities, µ = {µijkr} be the vector of expected counts and N =


i,j,k,r yijkr be the total cell count.
For I = J = K = 2, we have the 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 incomplete table (Table 1).
The log-linear model (with no three-way or four-way interactions) is then given by

logµijkr = λ + λY1(i) + λY2(j) + λY3(k) + λR(r) + λY1Y2(i, j) + λY1Y3(i, k) + λY2Y3(j, k)

+ λY1R(i, r) + λY2R(j, r) + λY3R(k, r). (2.1)

Each log-linear parameter in (2.1) satisfies the constraint that the sum over each of its arguments is 0, for example,
i λY1Y3(i, k) =


k λY1Y3(i, k) = 0. Define aijk =

P(R=2|Y1=i,Y2=j,Y3=k)
P(R=1|Y1=i,Y2=j,Y3=k) =

πijk2
πijk1

=
µijk2
µijk1

, which describes the missing data
mechanism of Y1. It is the odds of Y1 being missing. Denote aijk by αi.. or α.j. or α..k or α... if it depends on i or j or k or none,
respectively.

Definition 2.1. Themissingmechanismof Y1 under (2.1) is NMAR if aijk = αi.., MAR if aijk = α.j. orα..k andMCAR if aijk = α....

The identifiable NMAR model in this case is given by αi.. (NMAR for Y1).

2.2. Two of the variables are missing

Suppose Y1 and Y2 are missing and for i = 1, 2, let Ri denote the missing indicator for Yi such that Ri = 1 if Yi
is observed and Ri = 2 otherwise. Then for Y1, Y2, Y3, R1 and R2, we have an I × J × K × 2 × 2 table with cell
counts y = {yijkrs}, where 1 ≤ i ≤ I, 1 ≤ j ≤ J, 1 ≤ k ≤ K and r, s = 1, 2. The vector of observed counts is
yobs = ({yijk11}, {y+jk21}, {yi+k12}, {y++k22}). Let π = {πijkrs} be the vector of cell probabilities, µ = {µijkrs} be the vector of
expected counts and N be the total cell count. For I = J = K = 2, we have the 2× 2× 2× 2× 2 incomplete table (Table 2).
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